July 8, 2020

The Alumni and Collegiate Chapter Presidents

Chapter Presidents:

In accordance with Const. Art. X, Sec. 2(b), I am publishing a list and information about the Executive Council nominees. Tau Beta Pi Headquarters received four nominations by the new July 1 deadline (ratified in 2019). These alumni will stand for election at the 2020 Convention. The three elected individuals will serve the 2021-23 term on the Executive Council. The nominees include:

- Scott Fable, CA T ’96 - nominated by the San Francisco Bay Alumni Chapter
- Ming De Lin, NY G ’01 - nominated by Connecticut Alpha
- Thomas Pinkham, MA E ’88 - nominated by New York Pi and New York Sigma
- Joan Sciacca, CA M ’87 - nominated by California Upsilon

Biographical information on each candidate will appear in the Fall 2020 issue of The Bent and will be published on the website in early August.

If you will not be participating in Convention as your chapter’s voting delegate, I encourage that this information be shared with the member who will be representing your chapter this year. If there are questions for the nominees, you can contact them using the email addresses below.

Until later,

Curtis Gomulinski
Executive Director

Candidate Email Addresses
Scott: scott.fable@gmail.com
Ming: mingdelin1234@gmail.com
Thomas: tpinkham4@gmail.com
Joan: joansciacca@gmail.com